Two variants of the Nambu-Jona-Lasinio model -the model with 4-dimensional cutoff and the model with dimensionally-analytical regularization -are systematically compared. It is shown that they are, in essence, two different models of light-quark interaction. In the mean-field approximation the distinction becomes apparent in a behavior of scalar amplitude near the threshold. For 4-dimensional cutoff the pole term can be extracted, which corresponds to sigma-meson. For dimensionally-analytical regularization the singularity of the scalar amplitude is not pole, and this singularity is quite disappeared at some value of the regularization parameter.
Introduction
The Namby-Jona-Lasinio (NJL) model [1] with the quark content [2] is one of the most successful effective models of quantum chromodynamics of light hadrons in the non-perturbative region (see, for example, reviews [3] and [4] and references therein).
Since the foundation of the NJL model is a non-renormalizable interaction, the quite essential point of the model is a regularization. It already advances in the literature an opinion, that the NJL model for different regularization can lead to different physical results. But as concerning to most common regularizations (such, for example, the 4-dimensional cutoff in comparison with the Fock-Schwinger "proper-time" regularization or the PauliVillars regularization) this statement is not mean some principal distinctions of main effects in the leading approximation of the model. In the next-to-leading order, which includes the meson contributions in chiral condensate and corrections to the quark propagator, these distinctions become apparent more clearly (see, for example, [5] - [7] ), but do not change essentially the physical content of the model in the case too.
Nevertheless, a regularization of the NJL model exists in which the physical effects differ from the effects of the classical variant of the model with 4-dimensional cutoff as early as on the level of two-particle amplitudes. It is a dimensional regularization considered as a variant of the analytical regularization. Note, the traditional treatment of the dimensional regularization as a transition to D-dimensional space strikes in the application to the NJL model the essential obstacle: the regularization parameter, i.e. a deviation in physical dimension of space, is included in formulae for physical quantities. This circumstance makes an interpretation of results to be very awkward. In the alternative treatment of dimensional regularization as a variant of analytical regularization all calculations are made in fourdimensional Euclidean space, and the regularization parameter is treated as a power of a weight function, which regularizes divergent integrals 1 . Such treatment of dimensional regularization was consistently developed for the NJL model in mean-field approximation by Krewald and Nakayama [8] . In work [9] in the framework of this regularization the meson contributions in chiral condensate were calculated. It should be stressed that in such treatment of dimensional regularization the regularization parameter is not a deviation in the physical dimension of space. A possible treatment of this parameter (see [9] ) is a measure of some effective gluon influence on four-fermion quark self-action of NJL model.
In this work we make a systematical comparison of the dimensionally-analytically regularized NJL model with the classical variant of NJL model with 4-dimensional cutoff 2 . In Sections 1 and 2 the leading-approximation results for the chiral condensate and twoparticle amplitudes are given. At this point the distinction becomes apparent in scalar amplitude. For 4-dimensional cutoff and for other similar regularizations the scalar amplitude holds the singularity of pole type, which is usually interpreted as a sigma-meson with mass 2m, where m is a quark mass. But for the dimensionally-analytical regularization the singularity of scalar amplitude is not a pole (moreover, for some value of the regularization parameter this singularity quite disappears), and the particle interpretation seems to be inconsistent. Note, that the interpretation of singularity of scalar amplitude in the NJL model as a particle meets with the well-known difficulties in a comparison with the physical spectrum of scalar-meson resonances (see, for example, [10] ). 1 We shall refer to this regularization as dimensionally-analytical regularization. In applications to renormalizable models this variant of dimensional regularization leads to same results as the usual treatment. 2 We consider here the SU(2)-NJL model, i.e. the NJL model with chiral SU V (2) × SU A (2)-symmetry.
A main distinction becomes apparent in the next-to-leading order of mean-field expansion, therefore the main results are calculations made in this order in Section 3. Apart from the corrections to chiral condensate we calculate also the corrections to quark mass for both regularizations. At that, in contrast to work [9] in which for the scalar amplitude were used a pole approximation, we use here more exact leading-singularity approximation. For both regularizations the leading contribution in first-order chiral condensate is the contribution of pseudoscalar (pion) amplitude. But for the dimensionally-analytical regularization this contribution has the same sign as the leading-order condensate, and for 4-dimensional cutoff it has the opposite sign. This distinction is a determining factor for the problem of stability of the model with respect to quantum fluctuations caused by the meson amplitudes. In Section 4 a fixation of the model parameters are made with the taking into account the meson corrections. It is shown, that the coincidence of sign of the meson contributions with the sign of leading contribution in the model with dimensionally-analytical regularization ensures the stability of the model with respect to quantum fluctuations. Contrary, for the model with 4-dimensional cutoff these corrections have the opposite sign and can lead to a destabilization. This destabilization means that an existence of the set of model parameters critically depends on the value of chiral condensate c: at |c| ≤ 230 MeV a system of equations for the model parameters has no solution. Therefore the SU(2)-NJL model with 4-dimensional cutoff seems to be in a dangerous zone of the non-stability with respect to quantum fluctuations. A simple estimate demonstrates that for SU(3)-model a situation can merely take a turn for the worse. This result in a sense has something in common with the statement of work [11] in which an applicability of the NJL model to the description of phenomenon of dynamical chiral symmetry breaking (DCSB) was called in question. (See also a discussion of this problem in works [7, 12] .) Therefore we can maintain that the NJL model with dimensionally-analytical regularization and the NJL model with 4-dimensional cutoff are, in essence, two different models of the light-quark interaction in non-perturbative region.
Leading order and chiral condensate
We consider the NJL model with Lagrangian
Here ψ ≡ ψ The mean-field expansion in bilocal-source formalism [13] for this model is constructed with the scheme which is given in work [9] .
In the leading approximation the unique connected Green function is quark propagator
where dynamical quark mass m is a solution of gap equation
(Here and below we include a phase factor in an integration over momentum space: dq ≡ d 4 q/(2π) 4 .) The basic order parameter, which defines a degree of DCSB, is a quantity
where the trace is taken over all discrete indices. It is easy to see, that from equations (2) and (3) it follows
It is a regularization-independent formula. Quark chiral condensate c is defined for each flavour separately. In the chiral limit it is
The integral in equation (3) is divergent, and it should be considered as a regularization. In Euclidean momentum space equation (3) Let introduce in the integrand a weight function w(q 2 e ), which will define a choice of regularization. For 4-dimensional cutoff the weight function is chosen in the form
and equation (3) is
where
2 . This equation exactly correspond to the classical result of work [1] . For dimensionally-analytical regularization the weight function is chosen as
Integral over dq 2 e from 0 to ∞ converge at 0 < ξ < 1, and equation (6) for dimensionallyanalytical regularization has the form:
where κ = gn c m 2 /2π 2 . Factor
in weight function (8) are introduced for the correspondence of integration results to that of the usual prescription of the dimensional regularization as a formal transition in D-dimensional space. Note, that parameter ξ differs from the commonly used parameter ε, which is defined by relation D = 4 − 2ε. As easy to see, these parameters are connected by relation ε = 1 + ξ. Introduction of this new notation prevents unnecessary associations with the usual treatment of dimensional regularization. Furthermore, in terms of the parameter ξ all subsequent formulae of the NJL model acquire most simple form.
2 Two-particle amplitude and model parameters in leading approximation
First-step two-particle amplitude A (a connected part of amputated two-particle function) possesses the following colour and flavour structure:
Here A σ is the scalar amplitude, and A π is the pseudoscalar amplitude. In momentum space these amplitudes of the NJL model depend on a momentum p only, where p is a sum of quark and antiquark momenta. The amplitudes have the form [9] :
is the scalar quark loop, and
is the pseudoscalar quark loop. Using identities
and gap equation (3), it is easy to obtain for A σ and A π the following representations:
Here
Integral I 0 is calculated as above. Transforming to Euclidean metric, introducing a standard Feynman parameterization, and changing an integration variable (which is possible due to translational invariance of the procedure, see [8] ), we can perform the angular integration. According to the our rules, then we introduce into the integrand a weight function (6) (for 4-dimensional cutoff), or (8) (for dimensionally-analytical regularization), and calculate the integral over dq 2 e . For dimensionally-analytical regularization (DAR) we again obtain the result, which corresponds to the result of integration with the formal transition to D-dimensional space:
The integral over dq 2 e converges at −1 < ξ < 1. Taking into account gap equation (9) we obtain:
where F (a, b; c; z) is Gauss hypergeometric function. For 4-dimensional cutoff (FDC) we correspondingly obtain:
Formulae for the condensate and the two-particle amplitudes allow to fix values of the model parameters in the leading approximation of mean-field expansion. For this purpose we use regularization-independent formulae (4), (5) and a formula for pion decay constant in the NJL model (see [3] 
For dimensionally-analytical regularization we obtain from (16):
and for 4-dimensional cutoff (see (17)):
Correspondingly we obtain for dimensionally-analytical regularization very simple formula:
For 4-dimensional cutoff the analogous formula is
These formulae together with formulae (4)- (5) for condensate and gap equation (equation (9) for dimensionally-analytical regularization and equation (7) for 4-dimensional cutoff) allow to define the values of principal model parameters.
For pion decay constant we choose the value f π = 93 MeV. Chiral quark condensate c is not directly measured value, and we shall determine sets of parameters for some typical values of this quantity. For dimensionally-analytical regularization it is necessary also to fix a value of M ("subtraction point"). In work [9] we have used for this purpose a value of decay width π 0 → 2γ. Analysis of results of this work demonstrates, that for very large range of condensate values the value of M is practically permanent and coincides with the value of dynamical quark mass: M ≈ m. Since here we shall take M = m. Such fixation of M equalizes the parameter number of dimensionally-analytical regularization with that of other regularizations. Gap equation (9) with such fixation of M takes on a very simple form
The results of parameter fixing in the leading approximation (at n c = 3) are given in Table 1 (dimensionally-analytical regularization) and in Table 2 (4-dimensional cutoff). As it is seen from these Tables the value of the main parameter -quark mass m -in the model with 4-dimensional cutoff is much more sensitive to the value of chiral condensate in comparison with that of the model with dimensionally-analytical regularization. At the same time it is necessary to point, that there are no some principal distinctions of these variants of the NJL model at the level of leading approximation for quark propagator and two-particle amplitudes with the exception of a behavior of scalar amplitude A σ in threshold region. Consider this point in more details.
Pseudoscalar amplitude A π naturally associates with the pion, which in the chiral limit is a massless Goldstone particle. In both regularizations under consideration we can define a pion propagator as a pole term of A π , which corresponds to the leading singularity of pseudoscalar amplitude:
where I 0 (0) is defined by equation (19) for dimensionally-analytical regularization and by (20) for 4-dimensional cutoff. For the scalar amplitude the situation is different. In both regularizations function I 0 (p 2 ) possesses a cut which originates in the point p 2 = 4m 2 . Nevertheless, for 4-dimensional cutoff it is possible to define a scalar sigma-meson propagator as
since
is a finite quantity. But for dimensionally-analytical regularization this quantity is finite only at ξ < −1/2:
.
For an interpretation of the sigma-meson as a particle in the NJL model with dimensionallyanalytical regularization we can do the following trick: since in the region −1 < ξ < −1/2 integral I 0 converges we use the above value in the point p 2 = 4m 2 as a foundation for an analytical continuation of the pole part of the amplitude on parameter ξ to the physical region 0 < ξ < 1. Then the sigma-meson propagator for dimensionally-analytical regularization would be
This expression was used for a calculation of the sigma-meson contribution in chiral condensate in work [9] . Surely, such procedure of definition of sigma-meson propagator seems to be a somewhat artificial. A more consistent procedure is a separation of a leading singular part of amplitude in the region of physical values of regularization parameter ξ.
For the pseudoscalar amplitude the separation of leading singularity near the point p 2 = 0 leads to same result (24), i.e. the pion in dimensionally-analytical regularization possesses all properties of usual observable particle. For the scalar amplitude it is not so. At p 2 → 4m 2 in region 0 < ξ < 1:
, and, correspondingly, the leading singularity (LS), i.e. a leading term in an expansion on powers of 4m 2 − p 2 is the expression
Thus, the leading singularity of scalar amplitude in the model with dimensionally-analytical regularization is of the principally different type in comparison with the cutoff model. Instead of the pole term, which can be naturally interpret as sigma-particle propagator, we obtain in dimensionally-analytical regularization the power behavior which depends on the regularization parameter ξ. Moreover, due to formula
at ξ = 1/2 a cancellation of contributions into two-particle amplitude takes place (see also [14] ). At this parameter value (ξ = 1/2) we obtain for the amplitudes extremely simple expressions:
i.e. at ξ = 1/2 the scalar amplitude has no singularity -sigma-meson disappears! We emphasize, that result (28) is an exact consequence of formulae (13), (14) and (16) without any approximation type of above leading-singularity approximation. Thus, we come to the conclusion, that for dimensionally-analytical regularization at physical values of parameters the scalar amplitude A σ does not possesses a pole term, which can be interpret as a physical scalar meson.
Meson contributions in chiral condensate and in quark propagator
First-order equations of the mean-field expansion (see [9] ) define corrections to quark propagator. First-order mass operator
0 , where S (1) is a first-order correction to quark propagator, is defined in x-space by equation (see ??)
Introducing dimensionless first-order mass functions a (1) and b (1) :
and also defining the first-order condensate
and a ratio of the first-order condensate to the leading-order condensate
we obtain from (29) the expressions for a (1) and b (1) in momentum space:
It follows from equations (32) and (33), that the corrections to quark propagator consist of two parts: pion correction (due to pseudoscalar amplitude A π ) and contribution due to scalar amplitude A σ :
σ . For the ratio of the first-order condensate (31) to the leading-order condensate (4) we obtain the formula r = − gχ (1) m = −8ign c dp 2p
Corrections to quark mass can be found after the calculation the condensate corrections. Inverse quark propagator is
Suppose the propagator has a pole in point p 2 = m 
Pion contribution
The pion contribution to quark propagator is defined by formulae
For the calculation we shall use the pole approximation (24). The calculation reduces to calculations of integrals
at µ 2 → 0. These integrals are calculated with above rules (see Sections 2 and 3). The pion contribution to first-order condensate is calculated by formula (34). Integral can be calculated in a closed form, and the result is the very simple expression:
(See also [9] , where this result have been obtained by a slightly different method.) To calculate the pion contribution for 4-dimensional cutoff we use equations (24) and (20). Further the pion contribution in condensate is calculated with formula (34). For 4-dimensional cutoff the result for r π is not described by a simple formula, as for dimensionallyanalytical regularization. Nevertheless, the computation has no any troubles. Note, that whereas in dimensionally-analytical regularization r π is a function of regularization parameter ξ, in 4-dimensional cutoff this quantity is a function of ratio x ≡ Λ 2 /m 2 :
As examples we give values of (r π ) F DC for two characteristic values of this ratio 3 . At x = 3 (this value corresponds to value c (0) = −210MeV of the leading-order condensate) the computation gives (r π ) F DC = −0.272. At x = 19 (this value corresponds to value c (0) = −250MeV of the leading-order condensate) the computation gives (r π ) F DC = −0.183.
Let turn to the pion contribution in quark mass. To calculate this contribution we apply equation (35) . As a result we obtain (with taking into account gap equation (23) and equation (40)):
i.e. for the dimensionally-analytical regularization the pion correction to quark mass equal zero. For 4-dimensional cutoff the pion correction to quark mass is
] .
Signs of (r π ) F DC (x) and h π (x) are opposite, and their contributions in δm are mutually cancelled. Moreover, as for the dimensionally-analytical regularization, the pion correction to quark mass equal zero. We obtain this result, unlike to the exact result (41) of dimensionallyanalytical regularization, by computations in a framework of given accuracy of inputs. Such coincidence of results in both regularizations suggests an idea that the zero value of the pion correction to quark mass is the regularization-independent fact of NJL model.
Scalar contribution
Consider a contribution of scalar amplitude A σ in condensate and quark mass. In correspondence with (33) and (32) we have
To calculate this contribution we use the leading-singularity approximation:
For the dimensionally-analytical regularization this approximation is described by equation (27) . From equation (34) we obtain the quantity r σ . A computation gives us the following values for sigma-contribution: at ξ = 0.25 we obtain (r σ ) DAR = −0.033; at ξ = 0.4 we obtain (r σ ) DAR = −0.01. As one can see, the sigma-contribution is small in comparison of the pion contribution and possesses the opposite sign, i.e. it decrease the common contribution 4 . For the 4-dimensional cutoff the leading-singularity approximation for A σ coincides with the pole approximation(25). Then r σ is calculated by equation (34). This quantity, as r π , for the 4-dimensional cutoff is a function of x ≡ Λ 2 /m 2 :
At x = 3 we obtain (r σ ) F DC = −0.007. At x = 19 we obtain (r σ ) F DC = −0.116. In contrast to the dimensionally-analytical regularization, the sign of sigma-contribution for the 4-dimensional cutoff is the same as for pion contribution.
A sigma-correction to quark mass for dimensionally-analytical regularization is given by formula
and attains: at ξ = 0.25 : δm
= −0.086m, and at ξ = 0.4 : δm
= −0.056m. Since a pion correction to quark mass in this regularization equals zero (see above), these values are full corrections to quark mass for dimensionally-analytical regularization.
For the 4-dimensional cutoff the sigma-correction to quark-mass is
In conclusion of this Section let consider an issue on an accuracy of above calculations. A principal approximation of above calculations is the leading-singularity approximation. Let consider a part of other terms. To estimate their part for dimensionally-analytical regularization let use the simple expressions of amplitudes at ξ = 1/2 (see (28)). Remind these expressions are exact. A calculation with formulae (32)-(34) demonstrates that the contributions of non-pole terms in chiral condensate equal zero. Since the values of parameter ξ are near this point (see below, Table 3 ), we can maintain, that at ξ = 1/2 their contributions are also small in comparison with the main pole contribution.
For 4-dimensional cutoff the calculations with exact formulae (13)- (14) for the amplitudes also demonstrate, that the leading-singularity approximation (pole approximation in the case) gives the main contribution in condensate. So, at x = 3 the calculation with the exact formulae (13)- (14) gives for the pion contribution r π = −0.267, i.e., differs from the result of pole approximation (see Subsection 3.1) less then on 2%. For sigma-contribution the difference is more significant: the calculation with the exact formulae gives r σ = −0.031, but since this contribution is much less in comparison with the pion contribution, this difference again practically does not affect to final result.
Improved model parameters
The condensate and the quark-mass corrections, which were calculated in preceding Section, allow us to specify parameters of the SU(2)-NJL model. We modify a formula for the condensate as follows:
The formula for f π (see (18)) stays the same, since corrections to amplitudes generate in the next (second) order of mean-field expansion. The quark mass is the mass m r :
where δm is defined by equation (35) . Values of the model parameters at n c = 3 for this improved choice are given in Tables 3 and 4 . Table 4 . Model parameters with first-order corrections (4-dimensional cutoff): chiral condensate c, quark mass m r , regularization parameter Λ and dimensionless coupling κ Λ . Table 4 does not contain the parameter values at c = −210 MeV, c = −220 MeV and c = −230 MeV. These values are absent due to following reason: the system of equations (47), (22) and (7), which determines these parameters, has no solution at f π = 93 MeV and at |c| ≤ 230 MeV. There is very important circumstance -for 4-dimensional cutoff the meson contributions can destabilize the NJL model. Though these contributions are relatively small (they do not exceed 25% from the leading contribution), but their opposite sign leads to a non-stability of all the system. The situation is very similar to that of pointed in work [11] . Note, that increasing a number of flavours, i.e. for the U(n f )-NJL model (n f is a number of flavours), the situation takes a turn for the worse, because a main pseudoscalar contribution is proportional to n f . At that for dimensionally-analytical regularization the situation is principally different: due to the coincidence of sign of the meson contributions with the sign of leading contribution in condensate for this regularization a stabilization of the model takes place. It is clearly seen from Table 3 -values of regularization parameter ξ increase in comparison with corresponding leading-order values (see Table 1 ), i.e. shift to a region of stability of model, where these meson contributions decrease.
Conclusion
The results of present work demonstrate that the NJL model with dimensionally-analytical regularization essentially differs from the NJL model with 4-dimensional cutoff at least in two aspects. Firstly, there is the different behavior of scalar amplitude in threshold region. For the 4-dimensional cutoffit is possible to separate near the threshold a pole term, which is usually associated with a scalar particle -sigma-meson (note, however, that reasoning doubts in such interpretation have been stated as early as in founder's work [1] ). For the dimensionallyanalytical regularization the singularity of scalar amplitude is not of pole type at physical values of regularization parameter. This fact, even if does not exclude entirely, makes its interpretation as a physical particle to be awkward.
But much more principal thing is the different behavior of these models with respect to quantum fluctuations caused by meson contributions in chiral condensate. As it follows from results of Sections 3 and 4, the NJL model with dimensionally-analytical regularization is stable with respect to these fluctuations, whereas for the NJL model with 4-dimensional cutoff the meson contributions can lead to destabilization. Surely, a number of physical applications of the NJL model are connected exclusively with the leading order of mean-field expansion (mean-field approximation), for which the possibility of such destabilization can be simply ignored. On the other hand, some physical applications of the NJL model exist, that connected with multi-quark functions (such as pion-pion scattering, baryons etc.). For these applications the neglecting by the meson contributions in quark propagator is certainly noncorrect from the point of view of the mean-field expansion, and, consequently, the stability of basic model parameters with respect to these contributions becomes a determinative significance.
